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Chairman’s Report
Special points of interest:
 The next CSUC Board
meeting is July 15, 2016 in
Ventura and the Annual
Meeting and BBQ will be
held at the Toro Canyon
campsite on July 16 in Santa
Barbara. All divers are
welcome to attend.
 This newsletter provides an
extensive overview of the
CSUC activities.
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This newsletter is a long
time coming. Just as soon
as we had material to report,
it became outdated. That’s
because many of the top
burning issues kept changing, sometimes on a weekly,
if not on a daily basis. For
instance, you’ll read about
the never ending efforts to
take on the US Fish &
Wildlife Service (USFWS)
with their relentless campaign to eliminate the
“incidental take” exemption
fishermen provided by Congress when they determined
the California Sea Otter
translocation a failure. Just
when we thought we had
stopped repeated attempts in
the House of Representatives to repeal PL99-625,
the USFWS made inroads
with Senate. To fight back
we had to enlist fishermen
in San Diego to reach Con-

gressman Duncan Hunter.
His efforts won the day and
we are thankful for circumventing the USFWS.

one
issue
at a
time.

Just as important was the
daily interaction with the
California Fish & Game
Commission (CFGC). The
regulatory package to reduce latent sea urchin permits is now moving after
years of meetings, surveys
and general delays. There is
a detailed article on how the
capacity will be reduced
through a two stage process.
As many divers know, the
industry has been working
on this issue since 2004 and
it’s finally moving. This is
one of the main reasons I
ran for a seat on the California Sea Urchin Commission
(CSUC). More work is
needed on the issue of permits, but we need to tackle

Chuck Kavanagh
The
CSUC
election is now complete.
The election results are included in this newsletter.
I look forward to attending
as many port meetings as
possible and speaking with
as many divers as I can to
discuss efforts of the CSUC.
This CSUC is your organization and with your support we can accomplish
many things.
Sincerely,
Chuck Kavanagh
Chairman

US Coast Guard
The California Sea Urchin
Commission (CSUC) has re
-petitioned the US Coast
Guard to reissue their exemption for sea urchin divers for survival craft exemptions and for immersion
suits. The CSUC, with the
assistance of divers was

able to demonstrate that
divers could survive in their
wetsuits. See the exemptions in this newsletter.
Keep a copy on your boat.
In the meantime, the President signed legislation
which extends the enact-

ment time for small boats to
carry survival crafts. The
delay allows the agency to
write new regulations in the
interim.
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Executive Director’s Report
It’s been a short five years since taking
over the reins in September 2010. During that time I’ve learned quite a bit
about sea urchin diving and the deep
history of fishermen involvement. It’s
rewarding to hear the stories from so
many knowledgeable individuals. Because of the involvement of our divers,
we’ve been able to accomplish many
successes. For instance, the California
Department of Fish and Game Commission (CDFGC) agreement to tackle
the capacity reduction is directly related to all the years of ground work of
those who worked tirelessly before.
We were able to rely on all the surveys
and meeting notes to support the industry’s desire to bring the permits more in

line with the current capacity. The
results will in effect demonstrate the
industry’s desire to maintain a stable
and sustainable fishery.
In regard to sea otters, the US Fish &
Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the
otter protection groups would like to
see fishermen sidelined and put out of
business. If it wasn’t for the assistance
of the Pacific Legal Foundation and the
two impending lawsuits, we would
have been swept under the rug. Because of the litigation, we have been
able with San Diego diver involvement,
to fend off three attempts by the
USFWS remove the incidental take
exemptions and the protections in the
No Otter Zone. See the story on how

the CSUC was able to take on the giant
agency and the Navy to keep fishermen
protections.
In all the legislative work we do, we
never take our eye off the ball in regard
to diver profitability. Although the
CSUC cannot negotiate prices, we continually try to increase demand and
education of our product. Exhibiting at
the Boston Seafood Show is just one
way to increase the awareness of California uni. We also became a member
of the California Marketing Agreement
or as it’s better known as CA GROWN.
Our limited budget does not afford advertising as we know it by paying for
Continued on page 3..

Sea Otter Situation Report
The California Sea Urchin Commission
has been battling the California Sea
Otter issue for decades as the fight has
taken many twists and turns. In order
to protect the otters from a massive oil
spill the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
(FWS) proposed the creation of a separate population.
In 1987, the FWS planned to move 250
sea otters to San Nicholas Island (SNI).

FWS moved only 140. Thus, from the
a success. However, those standards
very beginning, the translocation was
were predicated on what would have
plagued by a failure of implementation
happened if 250 otters were moved to
by FWS. FWS
SNI.
then published
“The US Fish & Wildlife
As part of that arrangefive standards by
ment, PL99-625 created
Service
and
otter
groups
would
which to judge sea
a no-otter zone around
otter population
prefer to allow sea otters to
SNI.
numbers at SNI to
expand their range at the
determine if the
Continued on page 4..
translocation was
expense of sea urchin divers.

Capacity Reduction/Day Back
Efforts to reduce the number of
sea urchin permits took a major
move forward in late 2015,
when on October 7, the California Fish & Game Commission
(FGC) directed staff to work
with the California Sea Urchin
Commission (CSUC) to craft an
Initial Statement of Reason (ISOR) to

modify the number of permits
from the current 300 to 150 as
the industry has been seeking
for over 10 years.
As similar attempt was stalled
in August 2014 when several
urchin processors sent a letter
to the FGC. The processors claimed

there was a need for more divers, not
less and that there was untapped resources according to a Department of
Fish and Wildlife (DFW) report on
Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY).
Although the MSY was outdated and
did not reflect the reduced harvest areas
lost when Marine Protected
Continued on page 5
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Legislative Report
Governor Jerry Brown signed AB 226,
Fishermen’s Markets into law last year.
The new legislation designates Fishermen’s Markets as food facilities in the
California Retail Food Code. Fishermen can now clean their own fish and
it allows other changes to the food code
to make it acceptable to sell fresh fish
at open markets.

shellfish to be labeled by common
name listed by the Food & Drug Administration in place of their market

The California Sea Urchin Commission
worked in a coalition of other seafood
groups to stop SB 1138 by then Senator
Alex Padilla, who is now the Secretary
of State of California. The bill sought
to prohibit the mislabeling of fish and
shell fish. This is something that we
should all want to see. However the
bill went further to require all fish and

names. For instance, Mahi-Mahi
would need to be labeled Dolphin Fish.
The bill was based on a contrived seafood labeling report paid for by
Oceana. The report clearly stated they
pursued sources that they felt were mislabeling seafood and extrapolated the
results on a nationwide basis. There
are enough laws on the books at the
federal level and in the California
Sherman Food Act which address mislabeling. If the bill passed, Consumers
would have had to relearn the names of
their favorite seafood.

Executive Director’s Report continued from page 2
radio or television commercials. Most
of our efforts are deemed public relations. Reaching consumers and the
wholesale trade is slower with this
method. Nonetheless, it’s enjoyable to
see stories and the use of social media
to spread the word.

dations for your organization.
Cordially,
David Goldenberg
Executive Director

“In all the legislative work we
do, we never take our eye off

Thanks for doing what you’re doing.
Please don’t hesitate to reach out if you
have questions, concerns or recommen-

the ball in regard to diver
profitability.”

Buy California—CA Grown
The CSUC joined the Buy California
Marketing Agreement, or as it’s widely
known CA GROWN. You may have
seen the iconic blue and orange logo on
many products sold in today’s grocery
stores. The CSUC recently coexhibited with the California Salmon
Council (CSC) at the CA Grown pavilion at the Sunset Magazine Celebration

June 6-7, 2015 at their Menlo Park
headquarters. The Sunset event draws
over 20,000 attendees from all over the
Bay area during two day event. Celebrity chefs were are on hand to promote
California agriculture. The CSUC and
the CSC were assisted by Chef Kenny
Belov, owner of the Fish Restaurant in
Sausalito. Chef Belov served a smoke

salmon over uni butter on a sliced baguette. The samples disappeared as soon
as they hit the table. Many asked excellent questions including where to purchase uni. The Californiagrown.org has
several links to sea urchin articles and a
video produced by San Diego diver Cliff
Hawk demonstrating three ways to crack
an urchin.
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Sea Otter Situation Report continued from page 2
The FWS was to remove any otters
which left the zone and it gave fishermen exemption from incidental take,
which includes harvesting of sea urchins in the zone. Within a short time,
the FWS gave up on catching otters
leaving the no-otter zone.
In 2011, FWS issued a proposed rule
declaring the SNI translocation a failure solely because the translocation did
not satisfy standard 2, that in 1990
there would be 25 otters at SNI. In
1990, 17 sea otters remained at SNI.
That number would likely have been
above 25 if FWS had translocated all
250 otters. As to the other criteria for
deciding if the translocation was a success, FWS determined all had been
satisfied. FWS found there is nothing
threatening the “health and well-being
of the SNI population … to the point
that the colony’s continued survival is
unlikely….” The 2012 population survey showed 58 sea otters, including ten
pups, at SNI. FWS admits the otters at
SNI “are expected … to increase in
number.” The translocation has not
failed. It simply moved at a slower
pace than expected.
The CSUC sponsored HR4043 in 2012
which would have directed FWS to
consider Ecosystem Management as a
means to manage the otters. It’s well
known that water quality has negatively
impacted sea otter habitat. The Bill
would have also forced the FWS to
address water quality as well as recovering endangered abalone in the otter
zone. The Bill passed the House and it
languished in the Senate in the final
days of Congress.
In 2013, the Pacific Legal Foundation
(PLF) is providing free legal assistance
by suing the FWS in Federal Court on
the failed criteria the Service used to
justify the translocation a failure. A
second lawsuit was filed in 2014 to
force the FWS not to abandon PL99625 since only Congress can sunset
laws. Both lawsuits drew the opposi-

tion of the otter protection groups including: Friend of the Otter; The Otter
Project; The Center For Biological Diversity; Environmental
Defense Center; Defenders of Wildlife, The
Humane Society of the
United States; and the
Los Angeles Waterkeeper.
For three years in a row
the Navy tried to create
the establishment of a
Southern Sea Otter Military Readiness Area that
includes the Naval Base in Ventura
County, San Nicolas Island, Begg
Rock, the Naval Base Coronado, and
the San Clemente Island. The Navy is
seeking an incidental take exemption
provision that is included in the PL99625, the No Otter Zone. The amendment also seeks to repeal PL 99-625
which contains the fishermen’s exemption.
The Bill was defeated by the CSUC
when it was twice authored by Congresswoman Julia Brownley (D-26
District -Ventura). In February 2015
David Goldenberg CSUC Executive
Director made a personal visit to her
Washington DC office and spoke in
person with Brownley. She listened
thoughtfully when Goldenberg mentioned that her Bill would hurt the sea
urchin divers and two processors in her
District.
Later in 2015 Congressman Steve
Knight authored the same Bill for the
Navy and it was included in the House
Defense Authorization Act. After assurances that it would not be included
in the Senate version, we learned it was
included. The House and Senate versions were slightly different which
meant it had to be heard in a conference committee.
Congressman Duncan Hunter (R-50th
District – San Diego) agreed to help

after local divers met with his District
staff. Congressman Hunter was instrumental in removing the portion of the
Bill repealing PL 99-625
during the conference
committee meeting.
There were two issues at
play, first the Navy
wanted to protect its interests to continue maneuvers in the otter area,
and secondly, they were
acting on behalf of the
FWS which was trying to
eliminate the fishermen
exemptions contained within PL99625. Had PL99-625 been repealed, the
PLF lawsuits would have been moot
and the FWS would no longer have to
answer to fishermen’s concerns.
The US District Court ruled against our
two lawsuits which were handled
through legal briefs. Both have been
appealed to the 9th Circuit Court of
Appeals in San Francisco. The first
appeal was heard on May 6, 2016 and
can be viewed on the Ninth Circuit
Court’s website at http://
www.ca9.uscourts.gov/media/
view_video.php?pk_vid=0000009625.
We are waiting on the hearing outcome.
CSUC continues to work to protect
fishermen’s rights against the FWS
continues as well as the negative attacks launched by the otter protection
groups. The FWS and otter groups
would prefer to allow sea otters to expand their range at the expense of sea
urchin divers. In time, there will be no
diving opportunities as otters will be
protected by the Marine Mammal Act
and the mere harvesting of urchins is
akin to incidental take. The protections
afforded by Congress are contained in
PL99-625 which is why it’s so important to maintain the law. CSUC has
been vigilant in protecting the rights of
fishermen and the fight continues.
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Capacity Reduction/Day Back continued from page 2
Areas (MPAs) were established. The
MPAs removed as much as 30 percent
of prime urchin harvest sites and was
not reflected in the MSY data presented
by the processors.
That didn’t matter, the DFW no longer
wanted to help move the capacity reduction proposal unless a unified industry proposal could be agreed upon. In
November 2014, the CSUC invited the
processors to a joint meeting to see if a
new capacity goal could be reached.
The processors would not negotiate and
stated they needed to meet separately
first. The CSUC
waited almost a
full year, but no
counter proposal
was offered by the
processors. The
only effect was the
entire regulatory
process was delayed. A renewed
effort was attempted in September and by the
October meeting,
the FGC agreed
that the process continue with the 150
capacity goal.
In the meantime, the CSUC hired former FGC Director Bob Treanor to assist the Commission in writing an

ISOR which can be
adopted by the FGC.
Treanor has been helpful in not only writing
the ISOR, but opening
up channels of communication with staff so
that the project stays on
track.

pacity reduction is a
two phase process.
The FGC issued
been modified over the years
proposed regulaand the latest version entails
tions revising the
lottery by closing
reducing the permit capacity
the lottery until the
from 300 to 150.”
year following the
close of the permit
year. The regulation was adopted at
The CSUC proposal has been modified
their April 13, 2016 meeting in Santa
over the years and the latest version
Rosa. In essence, there will be no lotentails reducing the permit capacity
tery held in 2016. A lottery can be held
from 300 to 150. New permits will be
in 2017 provided ten or more are not
issued on a 10:1 basis (one permit isrenewed.
sued when ten permits
are not renewed). In
Phase II will target the justification of
addition, the lottery
150 permits. There are many regulawill be changed so that
tory hurdles that will be need to be adit will no longer be
dressed before regulations are codified,
possible to add more
one of which is how to handle individuthan 300 permits…the
als who have been waiting in the lottery
so-called “lotteryseeking a permit. In addition, the ISOR
will include a provision to add one divloophole.”
ing day back in Southern California
The loophole allows
from June to October.
divers to be added on a
Although divers wanted a more com1:1 basis when the
number of nonprehensive regulatory package includrenewed permits falls
ing the right to transfer the permit upon
below 300. The lottery
death of diver, and full transferability
is held in July, but divers are allowed to
after 150 threshold, the FGC was not
renew permits up until the end of the
ready to address these issues without a
fiscal year, resulting in an increase in
Fishery Management Plan. For now,
the effort to reduce capacity and adding
overall permits.
a day back is moving through the reguThe new ISOR will approach the calatory process.
“The CSUC proposal has

Size Limit Study
In response to a recommendation made
at the 2014 Annual Meeting in Santa
Barbara, for a study on the marketing
value of increasing the size limit of
urchins in Southern California from
3.25 to 3.5 inches, the CSUC enlisted
the assistance of Sara Teck, a graduate
Ph.D. student at the University of Santa
Barbara, and Jono Wilson, a Bren

School fishery scientist and representative of the Nature Conservancy.
The study will evaluate the recovery of
roe on sea urchin circumference sizes
and the value of the larger roe. The
size study was limited to evaluating
3,210 sea urchin samples collected by
Sarah Teck between 2010-11. The
urchins were separated by size and dis-

sected. The study is not yet completed
but there are questions that need to be
answered such as how fast they grow,
when they become sexually mature,
and where they were harvested. Teck
and Wilson are working on developing
models on a weighted yield vs. shell
weight and diameter and yield to price
relationships.
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Boston Seafood Show
The California Sea Urchin Commission
has been co-exhibiting with the California Salmon Council at the Seafood Exposition North America “Boston Seafood Show” since 2014. The joint effort is to promote these two California
seafood products and create demand
among the buyers attending the show

Co-exhibitors included Catalina Offshore Products, California Pelagic Fisheries Association, Catalina Offshore
Products and Santa Barbara Fish Market. Attendees were given nonalcoholic uni shooters. These photographs from the show tell the story.
Interest has been great and demand
outstrips supply.

with the goal of increasing fishermen
returns. The show pulls over 21,000
attendees from all over the world. Attendees include owners, proprietors,
executive purchasing managers, category managers, private label program
buyers and equipment and packaging
buyers from retail, foodservice, and
other business categories such as the
following: Airline, Bar/club, Cruise
line, Distributor, Fast food, Government/military, Grocery, High-volume
catering, Hospital, Hotel, Import/
export, Manufacturer, Processor, Resort, Restaurant, School, Supermarket,
and Wholesale venues.

White Shark Tagging
During the end of 2015, researchers
from California State Long Beach were
tagging White Sharks in an effort to
understand their habitat use patterns in
the Channel Islands and throughout
Southern California. The research was
permitted by the California Department
of Fish & Wildlife, and the Channel
Islands National Marine Sanctuary. A

number of provisions were required by
the permit and notification to the commercial and sport divers was to be provided. A conference call was held with
the researchers, Department of Fish &
Wildlife, NOAA and CSUC representatives to reinforce the dangers to the
divers, notification and to learn what
they hope to determine from the study.

The industry was most concerned with
the provisions to allow chumming
which they felt could change the
shark’s behavior patterns. The researchers said they would post information at the fuel docks and would follow
up with email communications. To
date, a few postings and follow ups
were held.
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Boston Seafood Show—A Diver’s View
We regret to inform our readership that
Rene Rojas passed away in April. He
wrote this article after attending the
2014 Boston Seafood Show. We have
printed the letter as he wrote it. Editor
The Boston Sea Food Show is, indeed,
a huge event where every major player
and everybody else that want to be part
of the sea food industry is represented.
I believe that this is the first time that
the Sea Urchin Industry participates in it.

There was a number of good presentations during the show, the subjects
were very interesting, like a talk by
three different speakers on marketing
and branding, subjects that are also
very important to us, give from three
different perspectives and very diverse
geographical areas. Another very good
presentation was the one where political/legislative issues were presented.
All this provided an opportunity not

Our booth displayed a good clean
image of who we are, and the
information we wanted to share
with prospective business partners was all there. The interested
parties could find the Sea Urchin
Commission as well as all our
processors information in booklets prepared for the purpose as
well as in business cards. The
two processors that participated
and supported the effort had explanatory material on their own
Matt Pressly, David Rudie, Coral Rudie, Rene Rojas
business as on the urchin industry
as a whole. The quality guidelines for
just to listen to the speakers but also to
divers and processors, which the CSUC
meet them, exchange comments and
had developed, were available to prodevelop contacts.
spective customers.

Our booth had a good, dynamic interaction with attendees to the show. Part of
that was because of the excellent idea
to have the "uni shooters", with the
people keeping the glass as a nice souvenir. Of course a good number of people came not to just taste the uni, but
also to find out about our product and
to meet us, thanks to Dave Goldenberg
emails to prospective interested parties.
I found out that it was a warm atmosphere in our booth, that made it easy to
engage and have good productive dialogs with people ranging from the ones
that just love uni, to people that distribute sea food in the East Coast, to chefs
and others that own their own restaurants and use uni in their menus.
I can see our presence in future shows
as very productive to our industry in
general but much more productive,
directly, to the sea urchin processors. I
can just hope that the increase in business will also improve the economic
participation of us, sea urchin divers."
Respectfully
Rene L. Rojas
Sea Urchin Diver
San Pedro

Annual Meeting & BBQ
The California Sea Urchin Commission’s
Annual Meeting and BBQ normally held
at Toro Canyon in Santa Barbara is a
featured event. We want to thank all

those who plan and prepare the BBQ.
We salute the efforts of our famous
cooks…Wes Carpenter and Gloria
Martinez for making their famous tritip, chicken and the outstanding seafood paella. A special thanks to the

those
that
have
supplied
the
libations
that
keep us hydrated. We also need to thank
all the businesses who have contributed
raffle prizes. The 2017 Annual Meeting/
BBQ is scheduled July 16.
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Ocean Acidification by Bruce Steele, Diver
When comes the wind
In the decade since Kurihara and Shirayama 2004 was published I have
looked over the horizon and known this
day would come. Christina Frieder
2014 has just published a paper documenting fertilization success in Red
Sea Urchins. This species of urchin has
fisheries in California, Oregon, Washington, British Columbia and Alaska.
Fertilization success is reduced 20%
even under current pH conditions at
7.8pH and reductions of 60% may be
happening in the next few decades as
acidification and water conditions deteriorate to 7.5pH in parts of its range by
2100. The decreases in fertilization are
linear as conditions for successful fertilization decline from 7.8 down to 7.5.
That is Red Sea Urchin will have a
harder time successfully recruiting into
the fishery as time progresses.
8.2pH Oceans worldwide before 1800
8.1pH. Current worldwide average
8.0pH.
7.9pH. Fairly common along California Coast during spring upwelling
7.8pH. Some sea shells begin to dissolve
7.7pH. Sensitive species under stress higher mortality of some larva
7.6pH.
7.5pH. 100% Red King Crab mortality
of larva after 90 days, 60% reduction in
Red Sea Urchin fertility
How fishermen, processors and fish

managers respond to deteriorating water conditions will now test management resolve. Red Sea Urchins will
now join Pacific Oysters and Red King
Crab as victims of societies' addiction
to fossil fuels. All of these fisheries
now have enough information to predict how and when they will decline.
This is a sad day for me. It isn't just a
loss for fishermen, it is a harbinger for
things to come. The wind has arrived
from the storm clouds I saw on the horizon ten years ago. Now the sea will
test or mettle.
There are still things we can do. In
California we have put about 20% of
near shore habitat aside in closed areas.
The problem with fertilization of Red
Sea Urchins is that acidification slows
down the swimming speed of the
sperm. If urchins are close enough together there will be less trouble with
the odds of an egg and a sperm finding
each other, as they are broadcast
spawners and distance between males
and females will become more important. Closed areas increase densities
and sizes of formerly fished stocks. The
other thing you can do is increase the
size limit in the open areas, currently
3.25 inches in Southern Calif. and 3.5
in Northern California, because this too
will increase densities.
We in the Sea Urchin industry have
also paid for and helped maintain a
long term larval recruitment study, now

into its 22nd year. Newly recruited sea
urchins ( both red and purple ) are collected on brushes hanging from piers
along the California coast. The brushes
have been collected at about 15 sites
every two weeks, sonicated and
counted for reds and purple under a
biological microscope. This is a very
good data set. Recruitment on the
brushes does represent accurately settlement into the fishery. So unlike most
invertebrates we have a baseline to
compare changes in recruitment over
time. University grant cycles are typically three years and getting funding
for long term data-sets is extremely
difficult. Because the effects of acidification on purples and reds are different,
we also can compare recruitment of
two fairly similar inverts that live in
similar habitats. If a trend toward decreased Red Urchin recruitment does
show up we will see it in the data.
Without a baseline this isn't possible.
The twenty-two year data -set has been
analyzed for changes in recruitment
rates in both red and purple urchins.
There is no long term trend , no increase or decrease in recruitment rates
of either species and no change in rate
when comparing reds and purples. This
is a good thing and if acidification becomes an issue it will be at some point
in the future. Keeping track of recruitment has helped us manage our fishery
in the past and it is important for how
we will manage our fishery moving
forward.

A Man Of Perseverance
A True Waterman, A short glance into
the life of Craig Mattox
By, Christopher Nelson, Diver
In our profession there is this significant word that obscures the humbly
incapable. It describes the greatness in
all of us as divers and builds the ultimate character of us all. It is seldom
thought of . . . but when it is said, it is

fully remembered. Some of us have
higher amounts than others, but all of
us to a certain degree, have it. Craig
Mattox had it, before his last breath on
May 11, 2016.
Craig was a man of high achievement,
which was because of his perseverance. He made an impact in swimming as a young student in college,
where he missed the Olympics by only

a fraction of a second.
When I first met Craig as a young Lifeguard at Zuma Beach, he had a real
impact on me to. I admired how he
was never timid at letting one know
how he felt. One could learn allot
about oneself, just by knowing Craig.
He was that kind of a person.
Continued on page 9
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Boston Seafood Show The Chairman’s Perspective
The CSUC attended the Seafood Expo
of North America in Boston Massachusetts this year for the third consecutive
year with David Goldenberg, Matt
Pressley from San Diego and myself
representing our statewide fishery. We
occupied approximately 25% of what is
becoming acknowledged as the
"California Section"
along with the California Salmon Council, Catalina Offshore
Products, the California Pelagic Fisheries
Association and this
year's new entry Santa
Barbara Fish Market.
Our booths were well
attended by a seemingly constant stream
of interested people
involved in all aspects
of the worlds production of seafood products, processors of
seafood, wholesale buyers, retail buy-

ers, equipment suppliers and manufacturing representatives of all forms of
things webbing to fish boots and cold
packaging and shipping boxes, etc. and
on and on, truly a sight to behold.
Missing from our perspective were all
but two processors of California Sea
Urchins, those
processors being
Dave Rudie of
Catalina Offshore, and also
Brian Colgate
who is increasingly buying
more sea urchins
off vessel in
Santa Barbara
Harbor. The
CSUC, represented by myself,
made a request to
other processors
to give some consideration to attending
the show or at least providing a media
package that would better explain who

they are and what their function is. Unfortunately I was met with the same
story from everyone approached, and
that was that they individually couldn't
supply fully the markets that they already have. Well, this is true as we all
know, but we who attend this show
also know that there are more buyers
out there ready and able to bid up the
price to the combined benefit of both
processors and divers who are aware of
these things happening. Which if you
are reading this article is now you. We
as divers must begin to see the collective power and leverage we have as
suppliers of sea urchins that processors
make into trays of Uni for the sushi
market. I am inviting the processors to
start bring up the market price to their
customers for all of our Benefit as we
move toward our next year. We regret
that some of the processors will probably be going out of business in the next
year, one is on skid row as I speak.
What was most important, in my opin
Continued on page 10

A Man Of Perseverance continued from page 8
Lifeguards train religiously and frequently. Training involves swimming,
paddling and rowing long distances.
We had a re-check every year and had
to complete a rigorous swim under a
certain time period, and this is where I
first witnessed some of Craig’s athletic accomplishments. Craig, use to
finish 3rd while swimming butterfly
during which, everyone else was
swimming crawl stroke. For those of
you who are swimmers, you might
understand how impressive that is.
He had a gadget for every situation in
life. From a small needle and thread,
to a blood pressure cuff. Thank goodness, we never had to use it. Craig
brought extra fins, faceplates, regulators, and a wide assortment of stuff!
We use to cringe at the site of a little

chilly morning which weighed more
than his weight alone! But because he
was absolutely not willing to give it up,
we lived with it.
Craig was also a giver and had a huge
amount of generosity. Craig might
have learned of your soreness in your
shoulder and offered you a solution by
introducing you to an exercise, by delicately holding you shoulder and taking
you through the motions. He offered a
helpful hand to everybody and often
times he’d just use his intuitive talent to
fill in the cracks. He was a huge asset
to have on a boat.

Craig Mattox

guy with a dolly rolling four large bags
of equipment, down the dock on a cold

Craig’s memory will survive by his
lovely wife Felicia and his two young,
and intelligent daughters Pearl and Veronica. Craig Mattox, a man of perseverance he will be missed.
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Boston Seafood Show The Chairman’s Perspective
Continued from page 9

ion, that happened for the CSUC happened within the first minutes of the
first day of the show when the VIP's
came through before the crowd was
allowed to enter. That was when the
Economic Development Attaché from
the United States Embassy in Beijing
came up to me with two members of
her staff to inform me that they have
been petitioned by group a of Chinese
seafood importers that they are interested in buying California Sea Urchins
but having a variety of problems acquiring supply. The Economic Development Attaché informed me that steps
are being taken to make export of
whole live sea urchin to China easier
and that the Chinese have agreed to

make importation easier as well. I
know that some divers are already involved in direct marketing to China of
whole live sea urchins at very good
prices and reasonable quantities of
weight. I think we are on the edge of
something new in the fishery that will
have a lot of room for divers who are
looking for something better for themselves and are capable of the skills required to do it. This may be something
akin to when the market for sea cucumbers took off.
All things considered, this show though
not as heavily attended as last year was.
But it was far better in that the communication between people was more professional and to the point. I understand

that a three day package to attend the
show as a walk in person was $400.00
and that might have had something to
do with keeping the crowd down to a
minimum. The Pacific Urchin Harvesters Association from British Columbia
were there and some of the Canadian
divers from Nova Scotia were there as
well. Absent were divers from the state
of Maine but they are working now
filling our California markets with
there high recovery row that earns them
twice what we receive from our processors on our best days but I think that
might be changing.
Stay Tuned
Chuck Kavanagh
CSUC Chairman

Can Agencies Overrule Congress? By Jonathan Wood, Pacific Legal
Foundation

On May 6, 2016, the Pacific Legal
tors that could wipe out surrounding
Council presented oral arguments beshell fisheries and their presence could
fore the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
subject anyone who works and plays in
in Pasadena challenging the Fish and
surrounding waters to the Endangered
Wildlife Service’s denial of a petition
Species Act’s harsh take prohibition.
demanding that the agency
Congress addressed these
follow the law. This case
conflicting concerns by
centers on a sea otter comenacting Public Law No. 99
promise that Congress struck
-625, a compromise statute
between the Service, envithat had been worked out
ronmentalists, and those who
between the agency, enviwork and play in Southern
ronmental groups, and
California waters. Recently,
groups representing fisherthe Service has destroyed
men (and others) who work
that compromise, by unilatand play in Southern Calierally disclaiming complifornia waters. The statute
ance with Congress’ comauthorized the Service to
mands.
Jonathan Wood
establish the new populaPLF Attorney
tion. But, to reduce the
The California sea otter is a
population’s negative exterthreatened species under the
nalities, Congress conditioned this auEndangered Species Act. In the early
thority on protections for the surround80s, the Service concocted a plan to
ing fishery. In particular, the Service
protect the species from oil spills, by
was required to establish a zone around
establishing a second population of
the new population, from which it must
otters in Southern California. This proremove otters that wander into it (to
posal proved controversial, however,
prevent predation) and must exempt
because sea otters are voracious preda-

incidental take of otters.
Congress left no doubt that these protections are mandatory. Not only did it
say that they “must” be included in the
regulation establishing the new population, but it specifically commanded that
the Service “shall implement” them.
Unfortunately, the Service’s plan was
not as initially successful as it had
hoped. Due to a high dispersal rate, the
population on San Nicolas Island
(where the new population was established) was smaller than anticipated.
However, it was established. As of
2012, there was a population of 50 otters on the island, which was growing
at approximately 7% per year.
Despite the population’s persistence,
the Service issued a rule in 2012 unilaterally terminating the protections for
the surrounding fishery. The basis for
this decision was that the population
did not reach sufficient size within the
first three years (which was by that
point more than 20 years earlier).
Continued on page 11
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DATA LIMITED WORKSHOP November 17-19, 2015 Santa Barbara CA
CA. DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE FISHERIES TOOLKIT PROJECT
By Bob Bertelli, Diver, San Pedro
During November of last year the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(DFW) held a workshop to begin developing a “toolkit” to better analyze
fisheries data through the use of informed modeling. These models can
be used by managers, and participants
in various California managed fisheries
who possess the working knowledge of
those fisheries; in a user friendly system.
The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) organized, and facilitated
the workshop, supplying the moderator
David Newman.

The NRDC also invited: Lisa Suatoni;
Elizabeth Murdock; and Lindsay
Cherry (as note taker and logistics).
Funding is being provided by the Resource Legacy Fund (RLF). It was the
RLF, along with California Wet fish
Association and the California Sea Urchin Commission that funded the California Fisheries Coalition (CFC) in our
efforts to achieve a survivable outcome
from the South Coast Marine Life Protection Act Initiative (MLPAI). The
only strings attached where what is
normal in grant funding… good accounting showing proper use of the
money. Dr. Craig Shuman, the DFW
Marine Region Manager has assured
me personally and has stated publicly

that the funding source will not affect
the outcome of the project. I believe
this to be the case so far, as Phase I of
the project this appears to be have no
hidden agendas.
The fisheries modeling experts leading
the workshop:
Dr. Tom Carruthers, University of British Columbia;
Dr. Adrian Hordyk, Murdock University;
Dr. Todd Gedamke, MER Consultants.
Department of Fish and Wildlife
(DFW):

El Niño to La Niña by Dan Williams, Diver, Ventura
I needed to know when this El Nino
Event was going to end and what lay
ahead in terms of transitioning from
Warm El Nino Waters to Cold La Nina
Waters that provide the upwelling critical to kelp growth and sea urchin gonad
development - 'fat uni'.
So I spent an hour at the National
Weather Service offices in Oxnard, CA
with Ryan Kittell the Meteorologist

handling public information requests
for the El Nino event we are experiencing. He provide a lot of interesting
information; like the waters that heat
up about the equator near Peru into the
Pacific do not actually reach up to California. The warm waters we experience are not connected to those far
south at the equator. But the two
events are directly related to the effects
of the El Nino Event.

The following Chart shows numerous
institutional predictions of what is expected to happen - Weather Models.
An El Nino is when the temperature
rises above the center horizontal line
above +0.5 and a La Nina is below that
center line, below -0.5. The Dynamic
Models are based on actual observations and Statistical Models are based
on past historical observation. So the
Continued on page 13

Can Agencies Overrule Congress? Continued from page 10
As a result of that decision, a population of sea otters has been established
in Southern California, yet there are no
protections for the surrounding fishery.
What’s worse, is that people who work
and play in the surrounding waters also
enjoy no protection. This is precisely
the result forbidden under the statute.
This severely impacts fishermen, in
particular. Our clients are several fish-

ing groups whose members’ livelihoods depend on the restoration of
these protections. Without the statute’s
protections, they could be subject to
substantial civil and criminal fines —
and even imprisonment! — should they
accidentally catch or get too near a sea
otter. They are also vulnerable to environmentalists lawsuits seeking to put a
stop to their work.

We are confident that the Ninth Circuit
will recognize that federal agencies are
not free to simply ignore the constraints
that Congress puts on them. In this case,
Congress enacted a carefully crafted
compromise and the Service enjoyed its
benefit of that compromise by establishing a sea otter population on San Nicolas
Island. As a consequence, it is bound to
respect the conditions Congress imposed
on that authority.
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DATA LIMITED WORKSHOP Continued from page 11
Tom Barnes, Environmental Programs
Manager, State Managed Marine Species;
Kat Crane; Heather Gliniak; Carlos
Mireles; Derek Stein.
Fisheries Participants:
Ken Franke, President of the Sport fishing Association of California (SAC);
Bruce Steele, sea urchin diver and fisherman;
Bob Bertelli, vice chairman CSUC.
Other Attendees:
E.J. Dick, NOAA
Huff Mc Gonigal, Principal, Fathom
Consulting;
Leila Sievanen, CA. Ocean Science
Trust;
Mike Weber, Resource Legacy Fund;
Jono Wilson, The Nature Conservancy;
After the usual introductions, David
Newman, then Tom Barns spoke to
how this project came about, with an
over view of the program for the threeday workshop. Our work would focus
on four species: halibut, sand bass, sea
cucumber, and red sea urchins. Both
data poor and data moderate would be
considered “data limited” for the modeling exercises used in building the
models for the “tool kit”. The models
developed could be used for a stock
assessment in various fisheries.
However, California’s Marine Life
Management Act Master Plan
(MLMAMP) outlines a somewhat different approach by separating the Essential Fisheries Information (EFI) decision–making-tree into three parts:
Data Rich : management decisions can
be based on a high degree of confidence; Data Moderate: decisions made
with some degree of confidence; Data
Poor : unable to proceed with any degree of confidence. (Reference the accompanying article on EFI.)

One of the areas sea urchins were as2012 are similar. This indicates that
sessed as “data moderate “in the
harvesting has so far not adversely af“Master Plan” was Indices of Abunfected red sea urchin stocks.”In other
dance. The MLMA Master Plan dewords, the management measures for
scribes “indices of abundance” as folsea urchins, as they have been adapted
lows: “By its very nature and size, the
to changing conditions, have preserved
ocean prevents highly accurate animal
a sustainable resource. This coupled
population counts. Managers and scienwith hand harvest (rake), science based
tists rely instead on estimates and indisize limits, and limited entry into the
ces of abundance. An index of abunfishery , should lead to modeling that
dance is an indirect measure of the size
demonstrates sustainability. However,
of a population, and is often obtained
the implementation of the Marine Life
by counting a portion of the population
Protection Act (MLPA) with its’ so
in the same way each year, or by comcalled “network” of protected areas, a
paring counts between areas using
companion model needs to be develsimilar techniques. This information is
oped looking at the question of whether
used by mangers to calculate estimates
or not we still have a sustainable red
of total population size that are then
sea urchin fishery, given the large
used to determine appropriate harvest
swaths of ocean in which the harvest of
levels.” (MLMAMP 4.2.1 Biological
the sea urchin resource is no longer
Essential Fishery Information.) This is
allowed.
the nature of a robust “fisheries stock
There is a growing realization that the
assessment”, bringing together as much
MLMA, and the MLPA must be inteof the data, and studies as possible.
grated in a strategically designed way
Analyzing that data for quality, and
to achieve true Ecosystem Based Manusefulness for a stock assessment, by
agement (EBM).
those with a working knowledge of the
fishery in a collaborative structure.
As Bruce Steele and I enumerated durInvestigating the variing the workshop,
ous studies on the subour fishery is now
“The Marine Life
ject fishery, to deterblessed with an
Management Act (MLMA)
mine if any of them
abundance of high
would serve as a crediquality data, and
(2004) is the law the governs
ble proxy for “indices
studies necessary to
the management of Marine
of abundance”.
make responsible
management deciFisheries in California.”
One of two good exsions. Having Tom
amples would be the
(Barns), Derek, Carextensive data collection done by the
los, and Jono present at the workshop
San Diego urchin divers, along with the
added to the clarity of where we are in
smaller samplings done elsewhere.
terms of EFI.
The other would be the sea urchin setIn the introduction to their text book,
tlement studies done by Dr. Steve
“Quantitative Fisheries Stock AssessSchroeter and John Dixon over the past
ment, Choice, Dynamics, & Uncertwo and half decades, which strongly
tainty”, Ray Helborn, and Carl Walters
suggest that “settlement rate of juvenile
make this relative point, “Fisheries
recruitment on the bottom” and
Management involves making choices:
“settlement on the brushes is a useful
without choice you can be an observer,
index of stock health”. “Minimally
but never a manager”.
harvested purples serve as a control for
the harvested reds. Trends in settlement
This summarizes Phase I of the “Tool
rates of reds and purples from 1990Kit” project. Phase II is in progress,
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DATA LIMITED WORKSHOP Continued from page 12
leading to phase III and hopefully a
useful model next fall.
The Marine Life Management Act
(MLMA) (2004) is the law the governs
the management of Marine Fisheries in
California. It required the Department
of Fish and Wildlife (Department) to
develop a "Master Plan" for implementing the requirements of the act
including the development of Fishery
Management Plans" (FMP).
The resulting Master Plan identified the
10 "highest priority fisheries" for
FMP's: Initially Sea Urchins were right
at the top of that list, until further
evaluation by the Department determined that lobster should be the top
priority, with the position of sea urchins to be considered later.
However, all ten "priority" fisheries
were evaluated by the DFW for their
status in "essential fisheries information" (EFI) as required by the MLMA.
There are nine (9) areas of MLMA required data, with a ranking of data rich
(R), data moderate (M), data poor (P).
Here are the 9 areas of EFI, with how
sea urchins ranked....(note: red and
purple ranked the same).
Age and growth (R)
Stock distribution (P)
Ecological interactions (M)
Indices of abundance (M)
Movement patterns (R)
Recruitment (M)

Reproduction (R)
Socioeconomics (P)
Total mortality (M)
(note: sea urchins were only data poor
in 2 areas, even then we were not a data
poor fishery!)

"Recruitment" and "Total Mortality".
The change in our logs books, going to
a Lat. & Lon. recording of our dive
sites improves information on "Stock
Distribution", (along with the Ecotrust
Maps).

This evaluation was done by the Department years ago at the end of the
Northern Channel Islands MPA process, (Channel Islands National Marine
Sanctuary) (CINMS) and the start of
the Marine Life Protection Act Implementation (MLPAI) for the rest of the
State.

Add to this the ongoing monitoring and
baseline data collection studies in the
MPA's and adjacent areas by the Ocean
Protection Council (OPC).

In the ensuing years with the implementation process of the Marine Life
Protection Act (MLPAI) a great
amount of socio-economic data, and
stock distribution maps, were created
by Ecotrust, with some of the best information coming from the sea urchin
fishery due to our high level of participation in their surveys. Ecotrust has
just completed a report on baseline
socio-economic effects of the new
MPA's on fisheries (over 600 pages).
There is also the "Economic Status of
California's Marine Fisheries" Hacket
2010, and several surveys dealing only
with our fishery, including the ones
done by the CSUC.
We are also halfway through the 3rd.
decade of the larval brush studies
(Schroeter), which among other things,
helps in the understanding of

The data collection that has been done
in San Diego does add to the overall
EFI.
Clearly sea urchins are no longer "data
poor" in any EFI, and have been added
to the "data rich" in some areas. Sea
Urchins are now "data rich" in most
areas.
Data is important because the MLMA
requires fisheries management decisions will be based on EFI, "Data
Rich": decisions, "made with a high
degree of confidence"; "Data Moderate" decisions, "made with some degree
of confidence"; "Data Poor", "unable to
proceed .....with any degree of confidence".
Maybe the best term should be a
"reasonable degree of confidence"
given the long term changes in ocean
cycles, socio-economic trends, and the
effects of MPA's.

El Niño to La Niña Continued from page 11
Dynamic Model Average (the yellow
Line) has the Warm Water El Nino
ending approximately end of SpringSummer May to June (dropping below
+0.5) and the temperature continues to
drop with Cold Water La Nina occurring end of Summer - Fall August to
October.
Good Fishing, Dan Williams

By the end of January, 2016, a giant
patch of remarkably warm water in the
northeast Pacific off the U.S. west
coast, nicknamed The Blob, appears to
have dissipated. Its break-up is thanks
in part to the strong El Niño in the
equatorial Pacific, say scientists.
The so-called blob formed in response
to an unusually strong and persistent
ridge of atmospheric high pressure that

emerged over the northeastern Pacific
Ocean in the winter of 2013-14. The feature, which was so unrelenting that meteorologists
took
to
calling
it
the Ridiculously Resilient Ridge, weakened winds in the area enough that the
normal wind-driven churning of the sea
eased. Those winds usually promote upwelling, which brings deep, cool water
up toward the surface; instead, the resil
Continued
on
page
14
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El Niño to La Niña Continued from page 13
ient ridge shut down the ocean circulation, leaving a large lens of unusually
warm surface water in the northeastern
Pacific.
Scientists and journalists took to calling
the patch of warm water “The Blob.”
Nicholas Bond, a University of Washington meteorologist and the Washington state’s climatologist, coined the
term.Learn more about The Blob here.
At times, this patch of warm water
seeped into the Bering Sea, the Gulf of
Alaska, and the coastal waters off
Washington, Oregon, and California. In
fact, many parts of the northeastern
Pacific experienced the greatest sea
surface temperature anomalies in the
historical record.
As unusually warm surface water
sloshed around for months, the consequences began to ricochet through the
marine food web. Microscopic phytoplankton thrive in cool waters, so the
lack of upwelling water meant surface
waters became increasingly starved of
nutrients. With fewer phytoplankton,

fish and other marine life began to suffer. Certain types of fish started avoiding the region altogether, and by 2015
record numbers of starving sea lions
and fur seals were found stranded on
California’s beaches. Meanwhile, the
warm water also began to produce
some strange weather in the western
United States.
Thanks in part to the strong El Niño in
the equatorial Pacific, the blob has finally broken up. Beginning in November 2015, strong winds blowing south
from Alaska began to pick up, and sea
surface temperatures in the northeastern Pacific began to cool.
In July 2015, temperatures were unusually warm across a large swath from the
Gulf of Alaska to the California coast.
By January 2016, more seasonable
temperatures had returned. In September 2015, Clifford Mass, a University
of Washington atmospheric scientist,
explained in his blog that El Niño generally brings lower-than-normal sea
surface pressures to the eastern Pacific
— the opposite of the systems that sus-

Acquired July 1-31, 2015. Image credit: NASA

tained the blob. By mid-December
2015, Mass declared that the blob was
dead.
But remnants of the warm water patch
still persist. Bond explained:
There are significant
temperature anomalies
extending down to a
depth of about 300 meters. So while the
weather patterns the past
few months have not
been that favorable to
warming, it will take a
while for all of the accumulated heat to go away.
That means impacts on marine life and
on weather in the Pacific Northwest
could linger, though Bond does not
think the blob will return in the near
term.
Bottom line: The Blob – a giant patch
of warm water in the northern Pacific –
has finally broken up, thanks in part to
a strong El Niño, Images compared the
region July 2015 to January, 2016.

Acquired January 1-31, 2016. Image credit: NASA
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2017 CSUC Election Results
Annual Membership Meeting & BBQ Dates
The results of the 2017 California Sea
Urchin Commission Board of Directors
election are as follows:

District 5
Commissioner: Tom Trumper
Alternate: Bernie Sauls

District 1
Commissioner: Cliff Hawk (appointed
by Board Action on 3/14/16)

Officers Elected by the CSUC
Board of Directors on 3/14/16

Alternate: Matt Pressly (appointed by
Board Action on 3/14/16)

Chairman
Chuck Kavanagh

District 2
Commissioner Nick Herzik
Alternate: Gary Thompson

Vice Chairman
Tom Trumper

District 3
Commissioner: Nathan Rosser
Alternate: John Gelsinger (appointed
by Board Action on 3/14/16)
District 4
Commissioner: Charles Kavanagh
Alternate: John Hoadley

Secretary/Treasurer
Nathan Rosser

Annual Meeting & BBQ
The next California Sea Urchin Commission Board of Directors Meeting is
scheduled Friday, July 15, 2016 at the
Holiday Inn Express, Ventura, 1080
Navigator Drive, Ventura 805-8569533
The Annual Membership Meeting is
scheduled on Saturday, July 16, 2016 at
the Toro Canyon Campsite, Area 2 at
11:00 a.m. The BBQ will immediately
follow the membership meeting.
(Note: There will be no meeting at the
Santa Barbara Harbor Classroom.)

In Memoriam
We lost two sea urchin divers that were
dear to us:
Rene Rojas—San Pedro
Craig Mattox—Malibu

CALIFORNIA SEA URCHIN COMMISSION
P.O. Box 2077
Folsom, CA 95763-2077

Phone: 916-933-7054
Fax: 916-933-7055
E-mail: david@calurchin.org

MISSON STATEMENT:
"To ensure a reliable,
sustainable supply of quality
sea urchin products to
consumers and enhance the
performance of California's sea
urchin industry."
We’re on the web
www.calurchin.org

HR 4245 to Exempt Sea Urchin Import/Export
Fees
The California Sea Urchin Commission
has been working in a coalition of seafood groups to stop the US Fish &
Wildlife Service from charging an import/export fee on sea urchins, sea cucumbers, squid and other echinoderms.
The US Fish & Wildlife Service
(Service) is tasked with regulating endangered species, but there is nothing
endangered about sea urchins. It comes
down to interpretation of what is a
shellfish.

and exporters to pay excessive fees and
submit to inspections before products
can be used or shipped. Sometimes the
Service’s inspectors have been late
causing product to sit in coolers.
Two Maine legislators, Chellie Pingree
(D-1st) and Bruce Poliquin (R-2nd)

sponsored HR 4245 which addresses
this discrepancy and exempts both sea
urchins and sea cucumbers from the
Service’s inspection requirements.

Congress exempted fin fish and shellfish that is sold for human consumption
from the Service’s oversight. The Service is using a deviated definition
which does not recognize echinoderms
as shellfish. By doing so, they have
interpreted the law that they can inspect
and regulate sea urchin commerce.

A Hearing on the Bill was heard in the
House Natural Resource Committee in
February. The California Sea Urchin
Commission wrote a letter of support
for the Bill, as did Catalina Offshore
Products. Congressman Jared Huffman
(D-2nd) was vocal at the hearing and
appears to be supportive. A mark up of
the Bill has not be scheduled.

The Service has been forcing importers

The California Sea Urchin Commission

has been working on this issue for several years. Before the Congressional
action, a broad coalition of seafood
groups have asked the Service’s administrators what is the justification for
their position. At first, the Administration dragged their feet and never gave a
straight answer. We then went to Congressman Doc Hastings who has since
retired, but at the time was the Chair of
the House Natural Resources. Chairman Hastings took up our cause and
again asked for an explanation. The
Service’s reply came down to their
interpretation that Congress never exempted echinoderms. In reality, it
came down to a revenue stream. The
Service determined that if they could
deny Congress exempted urchins, then
they could use their import/export fees
as an additional revenue source for the
agency. We believe HR 4245 will correct the situation and stop the tax.

